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Diablo 3 season 18 beginner guide

Here's a preview of what to expect for D3 Season 21! Season 21 will start in: July 3, 2020 5pm PDT (Americas) 3 July 2020 5pm KST (Asia) 3 July 2020 5pm CEST (EU) S21 Theme: Trials of This Season' Rebellion, You are able to direct a racist force every 90 seconds to wreak havoc while fighting your opponents. The forces that get you unleashed in the world are: meteors will
rain from the sky breathing lightning wall of flame Twisters rolling snowballs season 21 season patch notes ends - what happens to my items? Character? What happens to my seasonal characters when the season ends!? All your seasonal characters, and the items they wear and hold, are automatically reassigned as non-seasonal (eternal) characters! Nothing wasted Paragon
EXP is added to your total pool of NS Paragon EXP. (money, too) what happens to my items after the season ends!? All your items in the cache are mailed to your off-season world. These items expire 30 days after the start of the season!!! So scrap them, store them, do what you want! Just remember that if they're still in your mail for 30 days, they're gone! Season 21 Start
Guides! If you are a brand new player – we suggest going seasonal to the cache tab! Your characters will be moved to unseasonal (eternal) afterwards, anyway! Leveling: Use the new leveling tool to see your entire build for each level! (See: D3 general settlement process - there are links to a specific category.) Fresh 70: A comprehensive guide for each category on what to do
once you hit a new level of 70. Curiously, here are the free sets this season: Season 21 Free Sets – by the class of the biggest crack 20 FRESH 70: Find out the absolute fastest way for you to complete your free 6-piece set by completing gr 20 asap. Farm speed to separate you: is your next goal. Read on all categories farm speed abilities, and of course get to know yourself with
them. (See: D3 Speed Acceleration General Agricultural) Season 21 Conquests and Seasonal Conqueror Trip for those of you who didn't get all those extra cache tabs, you can still open them by completing the conqueror's list. Five cache tabs is the maximum you can get. Sanctuary Guard: Finish level 70 sprout on TXIII within 5 minutes. Jewel of my life: Level 3 legendary gems
to 55. All I do is win: complete 2 conquests this season. Lose Yourself: Kill the Skeleton King in the L70 under 30 seconds on TXIII. Money Is Not Thang: Slaughtergreed on TXIII. Take u there: 60 GR60 full solo. Cube Remodel: Recreate a mythical element with Cube Kanai. Amplify energy: Increase the legendary old with a 50 level jewel using the sweeps of The Cube Canai:
Here are conquests for seasonal heroes and (hardcore heroes). Sprinter (Speed Racer): I-V full works in campaign mode in L70 less than one hour. Curses (Align Stars): Kill 350 enemies on any cursed chest event in the L70. Avarice (Avaritia): Do a 50m gold medal outside the vault or inner sanctum. Demon Speed (Need speed): Finish the TX sprout in the L70 in 2 Thrill
(Superhun): Complete the GR45 solo without any set of equipped items. This is about it for our seasonal start guide! If you're looking for anything, check out our D3 guide guide! Like us on Facebook for more gaming updates! Watch our vids on YouTube! TeamBRG support on Patreon! The purpose of this seasonal beginner's guide is to learn about the basics of the seasons, as
well as to introduce you to quick settlement, ranking and farming tips that maximize your seasonal experience. While this guide has been written with seasonal gameplay in mind, many strategies carry to all forms of play, and will be applicable if you are just starting out of an off-season character as well. 1. What is the season and why should you play it? Seasons are optional,
recurring game mode that allows you the opportunity to start new every few months, leveling a plain character or hardcore from scratch without previously acquired items, proverbial levels, materials and gold. The big positive of the season is to restore initial progress, seeing the character grow in great strides. The seasons are much separate like regular game modes and thad,
and it may seem scary that your seasonal character will have to start his own lair, experience and progress craftsmen. None of your efforts will be lost however, as all your quests in the season - characters, items, proverbial levels, gold, etc. - will be delivered as off-season once the season is over. The unique motivation of the seasons is traceable seasonal excursions, exclusive
Transmogrification awards, and a separate leaderboard that allows everyone to compete on marital grounds. Settlement 1-70 2.1. Before the game you can make three important options in the pre-game: form the party, choose the game mode and the difficulty mode. Starting a season in a rather solo set is a little harder to organize, but comes with the highest recommendation: not
only do you receive party-wide loot and buff PP, but experience bonuses are now shared between members and lucky coils for one will benefit you all. Another important consideration is that monster health does not measure relatively the number of players, giving you an advantage in general damage (not to mention the benefit in cc and amateur form). However, if you prefer (or
simply end up) playing solo, check out the chance of the 'leveling massacre' outlined below in the Playstyle section, as the quickest option will be to reach level 70. When it comes to the type of game, Adventure mode is greatly preferable to the campaign because of its fastest speed and bountiful rewards. The only acceptable circumvention you can do is to start an early campaign
game, where King's Skeleton Crown Leoric drops guaranteed at level 5+ when it kills in this mode. This header doubles the bonuses of gems socket in it, so add a higher ruby level in to a significant increase in XP gains. wear this and crown prince for as long as you can handle the loss of stats, since you will Outlevel it - in most cases, you can take it all down to 70. Another before
the game is to determine your difficulty, the difficulty of widely accepted leveling is difficult: a good combination of little challenge and a 75% decent reward experience. You can consider ramming a master's difficulty or higher only if you have received a huge energy spike, such as drafting a low-level weapon condition (discussed below). As a last note, avoid compromise on the
difficulty of the experts, as gaining experience to the monster ratio of increased health is significantly unfavorable compared to hard. 2.2. Playstyle has two main options for activities during settlement in adventure mode: rewards and rifts. There will always be an active reward for random boss work; Those that don't require a lot of running to find them particularly attractive (i.e.
Zoltun Kulle, Maghda, Blatall), but completing the Bonus Boss in general will net you a good experience right at first, as well as a chest that has a nice starting loot. After the Boss bonus, consider completing the remaining bonuses in the law with active rewards for a chance at the fate of Cain and born plans to craft a challenge; Both are craftable sets in mourning, which rewards
yield additional experience to speed up the settlement. After you've completed the above, it's time to consider your settlement method. There are many viable paths to reach the maximum level, each with its benefits and disadvantages. 2.2.1. Leveling by Standard Nephalem cracks for groups and players that do not emphasize the loss of an hour or two in the race 1-70, the
general recommendation is to stick to the cracks for flight 1-70. Cracks gives you an increased rate of legendary decline, blood fragments of gambling, and a huge hand reward at the end. While the Rift has a higher degree of randomness than bounties (map layout, monster density and configuration are all RNG), removing Rift Keystones as a condition for opening them simply
allows you to remake if you get a bad (tough or slow) rift. The lesson learned early from Diablo is to focus on larger groups of enemies and ignore the stragglers to your best ability - taking advantage of the fact that the only individual enemies that must fight it are rift guardians. At the end of the game, this will translate into skipping the efficiency of bad battles and better farming
results; To summarize, adopt AoE spells and teach yourself to focus the fire on larger packs of enemies, attracting stragglers to them. Finally, reduce your downtime - this is a common dilemma that is difficult to achieve, because it is unique and personal for everyone. Whether it's out-of-game distractions such as tv or a second monitor, or over-the-game activities such as
overdrafting, stopping work will unnecessarily pull your settlement process. As a rule, remember that pre-70 gear will be quickly overtaken and thought among similar power items - or replay any them — it is more likely to waste your time. Good adjustment times fall somewhere in the range of 2 to 3 hours, so anything on that point at downtime and skip one or more of the above
recommendations. 2.2.2. Leveling by Massacre Rewards Xp Massacre Bonus System was reviewed in Patch 2.4.1 in bonus multiplier experience that rewards you for a conglomerate of kills of monsters. The caveat is that this reward only works in bounties - not during the rift. To successfully pull out of the long chains of monster kills, choose densely populated areas - cathedral
(first law), eternal woods (first law), halls of level torment 3 (First Act) and most notably, fields of misery (First Law) and The Temple of The Virgin (Act II). The tactic is to always be on the move, leading the monsters to each other, abusing their cursed chests for the monster breeds, and generally using skills with DoTs or High AoE (Rind for barbarians, the blessed hammer of the
Crusader, Multishot for demon hunter, a wave of light for the monk, a locust swarm of charming doctors, a blizzard of Wizards). While the massacre settlement requires a repeated restart of the game (every 5-10 minutes), it will lead to some of the fastest leveling in Diablo 3, logging under the 2 hour mark when you get a hang of it. Due to its individual medicine and the level of
coordination required to pull it into a multiplayer game, massacre bonuses can only be settled by 2+ players if they are experienced and have an audio connection; It also has a great downside to the loss of the increasingly legendary rate of decline and blood fragments of cracking. 2.2.3. Leveling by the halls of torment blades that is one of the fastest strategies, recording in about
1 hour, but widely recognized as one of the most annoying strategies and only available to softcore players, as it will involve some (or a lot, depending on your experience with it) death in the process. The strategy requires you to go to the halls of Level Agony 1 (Act I) and find giant cleaver blade traps, lure enemies to them, enjoy a negative experience and the environment itself
kills unsuspecting monsters. Any form of crowd control over enemies, it is tasered or slowed down, to keep them in check and within a trap radius, will be extremely useful. 2.2.4. Leveling by cursed breasts this is one of the fastest ways, logging under the 1 hour mark with experienced groups that Necromancer has with them. The reason necromancer is included is the legendary
extremely powerful special class that is able to gamble from getting going - namely, musk the essence to amplify the damage from a corpse blast, and Bloodtide Blade to amplify the damage of Nova Death. Any of those lucky discoveries can carry the whole set on up to the difficulty of the sixth torment. Ideally, the remaining teammates will support DPS carrying with amateurs and
crowd control as much as they can muster. The preferred way of leveling through their damn chests. Individual party members have to make their own games, and invite the rest of the group when they stumble upon one of their damn chests from the list below. Note that the fourth law does not have proper places. Law I - Cursed Vault - Ancient Ruins (Dangerous for Hardcore
Figures due to Lack of Space) Law I - Damncourt - Cathedral Level 2 Law I - The Cursed Belves - Halls Level Torment 3 (Dangerous for Hardcore Characters Due to Fire Traps) Act II - Cursed Speer - Law Archives of Zolton Cole Law II - Cursed Pit - Archives of Zolton Cole II Law - The Cursed Moroccans - The Law of The Moors Surrounded II - The Cursed Temple - Temple of
The Third Virgin Law - Cursed Garrison - Fighting Law III - Billy Cursed - Ruins of Sescheron Law V - Damned Peat - Sinking Paths (Dangerous for Hardcore Figures) Because of the high damage monsters) 2.2.5. Leveled by Shadow Clones (exclusively in Season 22) this tactic is only available in season 22 and relates to shadow clones that you get after clicking on any shrine or
tower. Artificial intelligence is controlled by clones, high harmful allies that last for 1 minute before disappearing, but are able to comfortably withstand you on the difficulties until the sixth agony settles very quickly (~40 minutes with some luck and a good way). To implement this settlement strategy, all you have to do is check the shrines at specific road points in adventure mode -
those that are relatively safe and will not risk the life of your character. Once you find a clone, simply run around the area and let it wreak havoc, leveling you up with tremendous speed in the process. Note that the scale of shadow clones with your equipment, so you can check the vendors to supplement the damage done to them with some very basic equipment. Below is a list of
relevant road points (note that they are not fixed spawns, so move down the list if you don't find one): The first law - the southern highlands (down from the White Phosphorus and to the left before the bridge); The First Law - Manor Lerick Square (many points spawning, exploring the area a little); Law II - Howling Plateau (running up from the road point, along the upper edge of the
map); Act II - road to the carous (passing through the area; spawning point near the entrance); Law III - Kursk Bridge (at the same point of the road; other reproduction in slaughter fields optional); Law III - Rakis Crossing (right at the road point; operating optionally up the bridge); Law III - The Cursed Level Tower 1 (along the upper and lower edge of the first section of the map,
near the first section of the map); Road point, multiple spawning opportunities;Law IV - The Bottom of the Infernal Destiny (Exploring the Area Near the Road Point, Multiple Spawning Opportunities); Law IV - Hope Lovell Gardens 1 (near Racanuth; check directly above and right under the road point); Act IV - Lovell Hope Gardens 3 (exploring an area near the road; wells do not
work like shrines Clone shadow!) 2.3. Directing the game setting in difficulty will not make you struggle for survival allows you to focus on only one thing: quick and effective clearing, which is directly related to your damage. The biggest contributor will be your weapon, so allocate resources and focus your attention accordingly. If you haven't upgraded that slot in about five levels,
consider crafting one for yourself in mourning. A small tip right when you start will be to steal the right weapons from your followers - you can grab the spear from the hulk, the crossbow of the ondrell and the dagger of magic. In Level 1, they are stronger than your virtual weapon. The layers are spread across many key statistics: the power of barbarians and crusaders; Ingenuity
for demon hunters and monks; Adding to your key stats has a huge impact on your damage in Diablo 3, and more during the settlement where high-end rates such as crete, attack speed and elemental damage are rare and low values. The importance of basic hardness stats, vitality, and speakers such as additional XP, can't be ignored, but the second should always be
considered to earn the main stat. To anchor your DPS, check the vendors for rings and amulets to add flat damage. These give you a big boost of damage in the early game, where the damage your weapon is in the double and triple box. City fence dealers sell jewelry, available throughout level 6 for rings and around level 10 for amulets. Do not enthusiastically check back and
forth however, and make commercial trips only during normal breaks in play - such as the closing times of the rift. While it's easier to write them off as 70+ levels of anxiety, do not forget the presence and importance of gems during the settlement process. Most importantly, save up and upgrade two rubies to the highest level available at the time, slot them in your weapon and
drive. The addition of Ruby to the weapon adds flat damage, which is the best DPS increase in play before the 70's, where crete's rare and low chance rolls, and Crete damage enhancing the emerald jewel reapless benefits. Ruby's head increases the gain of experience, shortening the time needed to reach the maximum level. As a quick tip, there is a good chance you will go
over 500 your blood fragments before you reach level 70, where you want to do your initial burst of gambling. To avoid wasting your bonuses, feel free to gamble a little, dipping just enough to hover in the 400+ range see over your gear, choose your worst slot - one you haven't upgraded for a while - and gamble 1-3 pieces. It won't hurt your progress, and you will feel the
difference during the settlement. 2.4. Drafting as mentioned earlier, the formulation should not be ignored as a source of weapons upgrades - and especially important during the settlement, because the completion of the rift challenge can be combined right at the beginning of the season Cracks are explained a little further in this guide). Saving the weekly rift challenge finished
and do it right when the new season starts on your new character is an easy way to get a bunch of crafting material and gold. This allows you to enhance your blacksmith and mystic level 12 and to craft and return 70 weapons to use during the settlement - one more boost you can give yourself. The 70-roll level weapons with low level paste requirements - up to 30 - in secondary
stats, your DPS has risen for about half of your leveling and allows you to bump up difficulty to get better XP gains. First, choose a solid weapon class of two categories such as a bidin axe, a beddin sword, or a scepter with two hands, and select the highest rare first-class weapon of a craft. In order to keep the craft material and gold, craft weapons in small batches of 5, or even
one by one when strapped to cash, check the exhalation. Be aware of the following solutions: low level requirements - of course, this is the perfect natural roll, especially if the value is high. Mainstat High (strength, dexterity, intelligence) roll - this is a tremendous boost of DPS due to the mainstat method metrics at a high level of weapon, comparing your stats during low and
medium character levels. A% chance of crowd control (slow, thunderbolt, freeze, Knockback...) - this is particularly important, because having one of these menus eliminates all other CC% menus from the secondary pool when reprogramming. Simply keep this stats and re-secondary the other, ie ignores the loss of durability, and you must have low level of roll requirements in a
few attempts. Life per hit in the initial stats — This prevents the life of each kill from rolling in secondary stats, further reducing the range of potential secondary stats to refill and making low-level requirements even easier to get. Pay close attention to the gold you spend re-spend, and if possible, keep many items with the possibility of reprogramming around. This is done because
all the additional balances re-balance the necessary gold, and you can easily drain the cash crack challenge if you get neglected. Note that items you type in order to obtain reduced level requirements can be shared among your party members before you get rejoining. If you get exceptionally lucky, you can stack many high-level weapons in your group and speed up your
settlement dramatically, but remember to share weapons with potential before getting redirected. Also, be careful with salvaging options in mourning after a drafting session, especially when you get a good weapon. Saving all the ner will destroy the fruits of your work! To prevent this from happening, either hide the weapon immediately to prevent accidents, or do a quick cheap
transmog in mystic - rare transrified gears will not get destroyed by all the rare saving click. Saving everything that is not a priority upgrade should be, as Resources will be in high demand for the vast majority of your seasonal toys and save items from all levels resulting in universal materials. An exception to the rescue rule of mythical elements with valuable intrusion should be
made, which consumption in the cube canai is more important than the immediate formulation material. It will be difficult to compile a comprehensive list, so take a look at the end of the game and the planting guides for your chosen row and note some of the main legends. This ensures that the oven, sandrog, unit, convention elements, obsidian ring of zodiac or other wonderful
items will not accidentally end as forgotten souls. Another exception to the rescue pile must be two legendary elements: Bardish Cow and Ring Puzzle. Their unique effects can be considered irrelevant or amusing depending on your mood, but Kanai Cube recipes are very useful at the beginning of the season. Putting cow's cow cows in and pressing on Transmute opens a gate to
cow level - a rift-like area filled with heavy XP cows, as well as their regular and sparkling chests. Do the same with the puzzle ring opens the gate to the elf world, netting you an excellent start gold and a bon from the legendary chunky jewel. 3. In level 70 your overall strategy won't change much right away after hitting 70; Cracks are still the best source of your gear and reward
runs should be postponed until you need to craft a set or store a unique strength - both of which require specific bonus materials. The exception will be to prioritize the seasonal trip up to the relevant chapter to get a specific class set full of Haedrig gifts, and get your first Kanai cube from the Sescheron Ruins area in Act III, which you can do at any time and you will have to deal
with only once. 3.1. Seasonal Trip and Haedrig Gifts Trip Season consists of a series of achievements that award cosmetic rewards, including profile limits, item transmogs and pet cosmetics. The trip season is divided into seasons with separate achievements that are almost similar in difficulty and importance to personal development, giving some extra incentive and structure to
play seasonal. The trip is only available for seasonal characters, and the account is widely shared except for softcore and S hardcore. Finishing the second, third and fourth seasonal seasons yields Haedrig gifts, a cache-like bonus that falls two pieces of a specific fixed class set. With the completion of these chapters, you will have a full 6 piece bonus set available to you, shaking
the strength of your character well in the middle to high torments. This makes the early part of the seasonal journey your first priority when you reach the maximum level. With the early season's journey out of the way, you have three great types of farming: trophies, natural cracks and grand cracks, each with its own distinctive benefits. 3.2. Doing the preferences of this is also
referred to as splitting After the prevailing strategy to accomplish it: get a party of four people and divide the bounties of each action among yourselves, one person for each reward. Splitting bonuses into the highest difficulty you can handle solo is the most efficient way to get Horadric Cache rewards. Khairat is a decent source of material formulation, and the only way to get a
mythical cache (i.e. a ring of royal grandeur), and perhaps most importantly - the unique materials that feed the recipes of The Cube Canai. As such, give priority to reward farming when you need to extract a game changing the legendary power (examples above) or a legendary element craft or set in mourning. For general agriculture, choose one of the following methods. 3.3.
Run a normal crack that is for you to bake and butter at first and will remain an essential element in your well-growing game at the end of the game. Cracks no longer require foundation compartments to open, and you can start one at any time; Its global structure and clear goal (the bar progressed by killing monsters until the Guardian rift appears, killing it and looting him, closing
the rift and repeating it) only reinforced by the best chance of a drop compared to the bounties. While you can continue to crack past the Guardian, it's advisable to end up once you're done with it - entering a new one is free, getting as many Guardian kills and close-throat rewards as you can yield more experience, gold and blood fragments per hour. You should prioritize normal
crack agriculture for the vast majority of your early play time, and adjust the difficulty to the top you can handle while still effective - killing elites in less than 10 seconds is a good measure. Natural Rift is best in preparing you and providing you with larger crack keystones, the next important step in your progress. 3.4. Fast (speed) larger rift chambers are generally used for three
purposes: push to place leaderboards, upgrade legendary gems and paragon agricultural levels. When you start, the last two will be performed simultaneously, with the extra benefit of getting a guaranteed legendary gem at the end of each larger crack until you have a complete set. The Monsters of The Great Rifts still give stake, but the activity is unique in its temporal nature, and
only gives you the plunder of Kill Rift Guardian. To make up for its lower material gains, larger cracks produce blood Shard rewards and expand the range of experience rewards on gear, making it ideal for paragon settlement. When you must do the first genetic resources and how many of them is up to personal preference, but it is recommended that you start tissue ing them as
soon as you deal with the levels of agony early. As they always give you vital legendary gems and allow you to upgrade them when you finish inside the timer, the great rifts will gradually take a bigger and bigger role in your routine. 3.5. Note about challenge cracks as of Patch 2.6, you are able to select a unique activity in the lobby before the game: Challenge Cracks. The The rift
system pulls the biggest random crack finish (including those too low to be on the leaderboard) - a shot build-up gear and even a level layout. All players are then able to compete on their fastest achievement on the bases so completely. There is a weekly bonus attached to hitting the timer from the original range: a cache of 300 blood fragments, 4 million gold, 8 unique bonus
materials for cube recipes, and a stack of regular formulation mats. This is one of the strongest boosts as early as you can get in the first week of the season, so don't challenge your rift as soon as possible. Consider the minimum effort required for the cache, it is also a good use of your time every week to follow. 3.6. Gambling befits the name of the activity, spending blood
fragments in Kadala is not an accurate science. You can slightly influence this heavy luck quest by applying any of the following strategies: gambling for your current worst slot: better to do in game 70 too early, and this class will quickly max you when it comes to stats rolls, but less effective in achieving specific legendary rewards. Drop it as soon as the agony agriculture stabilizes
low. Gambling for generic set slots: a solid layer that reduces frustration, this approach suggests to look at the competitive specifications of your class and gamble for slots that powerful groups have in common. Most 6 piece sets have helms, chest pieces, pants and gloves, increasing your chances of collecting a bonus 2 and 4 pieces in a short time, resulting in a significant rise in
power. Gambling for the toughest gear slots: This approach is adopted only with a high end-of-game perspective in mind, and it is suggested that you know your class and play in and out. The basic idea is that you will always stumble on more common gear pieces through massive farming cycles, and you can focus all your blood-shard efforts into the rarest slot - one that can take
you a whole season to grow, as it requires being old and having very specific stats (usually a weapon). Just try this class if you plan on active and competitive participation in the season. Kanai's Cube brings a more accurate aspect of gambling, allowing you to roll rare items into legendary items of the same genre, as well as reconvert ing highly mythical items. Turning a rare
element into a mythical is an excellent way to target specific class items (wands, mighty weapons, ceremonial knives, etc.) and has the ability to roll them as old, making it a great mid-season recipe for hardware assembly. Reintroducing a legendary element is an expensive recipe aimed at mid-to-late-season, where getting a specific old can make a difference in a shot of the
leaderboards. Finally, the recipe conversion set is a relatively inexpensive way to assemble a group through redundant cutting, but can not produce the ancients, and as such can only be considered as an early 70 booster. 4. Final note but you have to decide your approach in the seasons and make You do it for the right reason: have fun and suffer from personal growth. Meta has
often been criticized for the heavy rNG end of the game, but this can hardly explain the same people appearing over and over again at the top of the leaderboard. Rest assured that they are the ones who treat the season as a marathon rather than a race, easily overtaking those that go too hard at first and burn themselves by week two. Consistency, research and reduced
downtime will be the top three factors contributing to your seasonal progress and achievements at the end of the game. Happy catch! 5. Changelog November 20, 2020: Update for Season 22. Improve quick leveling sections. Added method of settling the reproduction of shadow. April 18, 2019: Minor repairs to the guide. October 19, 2016: The guide is updated for season 8. July
29, 2016: Review the guide to reflect updates to the season structure and the massacre settlement option. Show more show less
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